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QUESTION 1
A stateless session bean\\'s business method invokes EJBContext.setRollBackOnly and receives an
IllegalStateException.
Under which of these conditions could this be possible?
A. The business method is marked with the MANDATORY transaction attribute.
B. The business method is marked with the NONSUPPORTED transaction attribute.
C. This Is NOT possible; a stateless session bean cannot invoke EJBContext.SetRollBackOnly.
D. The bean has no metadata (in annotations 01 deployment descriptor) which specifies the transaction attribute for the
method.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 2
Which of the following Criteria query snippets demonstrates the correct way to create and execute strongly typed
queries? Assume that cb references an instance of the CriteriaBuilder interface and em references an EntityManager
instance.
A. CriteriaQuery cq = cb.createQuery (Office.class); . . . TypedQuery tq = em.ceateQuery (cq) ; L 1st offices =
tq.getResultList ();
B. CriteriaQuery cq = cb.createQuery (Office.class) . . . TypedQuery tq = em.createQuery (cq, office.class); List offices =
tq.getresult ();
C. CriteriaQuery cq = em.createQuery (cq, office.class); . . . TypedQuery tq = em.createQuery (cq); List offices =
tq.getresult ();
D. CriteriaQuery cq = cb.createQuery (Office.class); . . . TypedQuery tq = em.ceateQuery (cq); List Offices =
tq.getResultList ();
Correct Answer: D
Reference:http://stackoverflow.com/questions/3424696/jpa-criteria-api-how-to-add-join-clause-as- general-sentence-aspossible

QUESTION 3
A developer has created an application managed entity manager. Which statement is correct?
A. A new persistence context begins when the entity manager is created.
B. A new persistence context begins when a new JTA transaction begins.
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C. A new persistence context begins when the entity manager is invoked in the context o\ transaction.
D. A new persistence context begins when the entity manager is invoked in the context of a resource-local transaction.
Correct Answer: B
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/javaee/6/tutorial/doc/bnbqw.html#bnbra

QUESTION 4
A developer wants to ensure that an entity\\'s data is up-to-date with regard to the database. Which of the following
statements is guaranteed to accomplish this?
A. Call EntityManager.refresh on the entity.
B. Add acacheable (false) annotation on the entity class.
C. Call EntityManager.find on the entity.
D. Use a named query to retrieve the entity.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 5
Consider a persistence application with following entity:
@Entity
Public class MyEntity {
@Column (name = "FIELDA_COLUMN")
int fieldA;
int fieldB;
int fieldC;
int fieldD;
An orm.xml is packaged in the application with the following contents:
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Which two of following statement are true. (Choose two)
A. fieldA is mapped to column FIELDA
B. fieldB is mapped to column NEW_COLB
C. fieldD is a persistent attribute of MyEntity
D. fieldD is not a persistence attribute of MyEntity
Correct Answer: BD

QUESTION 6
An application uses optimistic locking by defining version attributes in its entity classes. The application performs a bulk
update of the entities using a JPQL query. Which of the following is correct?
A. The persistence provider will ensure that the version value in each table is updated.
B. The persistence provider will create a new transaction for the bulk update.
C. An OptimisticLockException will be thrown by the persistence provider.
D. The value of the Version attributes of the updated entitles should be also be explicitly updated by the query.
Correct Answer: A
Reference:http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Java_Persistence/Locking(topic: optimistic locking, second paragraph)

QUESTION 7
Persistence application locks entity x with a LockModeType. PESSIMISTIC_READ lock type, which statement is true?
A. This operation will force serialization among transactions attempting to read the entity data.
B. This operation will result in a TransactionRolledbackException if the lock cannot be obtained.
C. If the application later updates the entity, and the changes are flushed to the database, the lock will be converted to
an exclusive lock.
D. LockModeType. PESSIMISTIC_READ is the synonym of the LockModeType.READ.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 8
The developer wants to write a portable criteria query that will order the orders made by customer James Brown
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according to increasing quantity. Which one of the below queries correctly accomplishes that task?
A. CriteriaBuilder cb= . . . CriteriaQuery cq = cb.createquery Root 0 = cq.from(customer.class); Join 0 =
c.Join(customer-.orders); cq.where (cb.equal(c.get(customer_.name, James Brown))); cq.orderBy (0.get
(order_.quantity));
B. CriteriaBuilder cb= . . . CriteriaQuery cq = cb.createquery Root 0 = cq.from(customer.class); Join 0 =
c.Join(customer-.orders); cq.where (cb.equal(c.get(customer_.name, James Brown))); cq.select(0); cq.orderBy (0.get
(order_.quantity));
C. CriteriaBuilder cb= . . . CriteriaQuery cq = cb.createquery Root 0 = cq.from(customer.class); Join 0 =
c.Join(customer-.orders); cq.where (cb.equal(c.get(customer_.name, James Brown))); cq.orderBy (0.get
(order_.quantity)); cq.select(0);
D. CriteriaBuilder cb= . . . CriteriaQuery cq = cb.createquery Root 0 = cq.from(customer.class); Join 0 =
c.Join(customer-.orders); cq.where (cb.equal(c.get(customer_.name, James Brown))); cq.orderBy (0.get
(order_.quantity)); cq.orderBy ("quantity");
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 9
An application wants to utilize side effects of cascading entity manager operations to related entities. Which statement is
correct?
A. The persist operation is always cascaded to related entitles for one-to one and one-to-many relationships.
B. To minimize the effect of the remove operation applied to an entity participating in a many-to- many relationship the
remove operation should hecascadeto entities on both sides of the relationship.
C. The persist operation applied to a new entity x is cascaded to entities referenced by x if the relationship from x to
these other entities is annotated with the cascade=PERSIST or cascade=ALL annotation element value.
D. The remove operation applied to a removed entity x is cascaded to entities referenced by x of the relationship from x
to these other entities is annotated with the cascade = REMOVE of cascade = ALL annotation element value.
Correct Answer: C
Reference:http://stackoverflow.com/questions/4748426/cannot-remove-entity-which-is-target-of- onetoonerelation(answer 1)

QUESTION 10
An entity person is mapped to a table PERSON and has a collection-valued persistence field otherUsedNames that
stores names used by a person. The other used Names field is mapped to a separate table called NAMES. Which code
fragment correctly defines such field?
A. @ElementCollection (name = "NAMES") Protected set otherUsedNames = new HashSet () ;
B. @Element collection @ElementTable (name = "NAMES") Protected set otherUsedNames = new HashSet () ;
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C. @ElementCollection @SecondaryTable (names = "NAMES") Protected set otherUsedNames = new HashSet () ;
D. @ElementCollection @CollectionTable(names = "Names") Protected set otherUsedNames = new HashSet () ;
Correct Answer: D
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/javaee/6/api/javax/persistence/CollectionTable.html

QUESTION 11
An application that uses container-managed transaction demarcation creates a query within an active transaction and
receives a QueryTimeoutException. Which of those scenarios describes what happens to the active transaction?
A. The statement and the transaction continue.
B. The query is recreated within the current transaction.
C. The statement and the transaction are marked for rollback.
D. The statement is rolled back, but the transaction continues.
Correct Answer: C
Reference:http://www.google.com.pk/url?sa=tandrct=jandq=application+that+uses+container+manage
d+transaction+demarcation+creates+a+query+within+an+active+transaction+and+receives+a+Qu
eryTimeoutException+active+transaction +andsource=webandcd=10andved=0CFwQFjAJandurl=http%3A% 2F%2Fjgkspring-recipes.googlecode.com%2Ffiles%2Fpersistence-2_0-final- spec.pdfandei=gEc6T4iHHe-N4gS0pWFCwandusg=AFQjCNHs2d7VPsYMyP7qpC4Z11Piigt2UQ(page 128, summary of exceptions)

QUESTION 12
Which EntityManager API will lock entity x with a pessimistic lock?
A. em.lock(x, LockModeType.WRITE)
B. em.lock(x, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC)
C. em.lock(x, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC_READ)
D. em.lock(x, LockModeType.OPTIMISTIC_FORCE_INCREMENT)
Correct Answer: C
Reference:http://www.objectdb.com/java/jpa/persistence/lock#Pessimistic_Locking_(pessimistic locking)
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